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Abstract—Wireless sensor network (WSN) enables the con-
tinuous monitoring of environmental conditions. These systems
are usually powered by batteries. Given that there might be
tremendous distributed sensor nodes in a network, battery
maintenance must become one of the major challenges for their
massive deployment. Energy harvesting technology, by which
energy is extracted from the ambient environment, is developed
for powering the ubiquitous Internet of Things (IoT) devices
using different types of local energy, such as solar, vibration, and
wind. In this paper, based on the vibration energy harvesting
technology, we introduce a battery-free pavement roughness
estimation system (BF-PRES), which provides road roughness
information by linking the driving vibration and wireless packet
count. Instead of harvesting energy to power an off-the-shelf
commercial accelerometer and implementing some algorithms for
vibration estimation, BF-PRES simply sends out a BLE Beacon
packet, when the accumulated energy arrives at a sufficient
level. Given that larger vibration intensity gives higher harvested
power, the packet count within a constant time interval should
be positively related to the road roughness. Lab testing shows
the feasibility of the proposed design. In addition, this study
also provides a new design scheme and easy implementation of
battery-free or energy-constrained IoT systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Up to now, the most commonly used energy supply for

Internet of Things (IoT) devices is chemical batteries. Owing

to the advancements in low-power and miniature electronics,

these battery-powered devices can keep alive for up to a few

years [1]. However, batteries must be replaced or recharged

after that. Such a maintenance task is labor-intensive, in

particular, when a network contains thousands of nodes. The

disused batteries are also not friendly to the environment.

Therefore, the power issue impedes the further extension of

IoT networks, either spatially or temporally.
Energy harvesting (EH) technology is developed to alleviate

the dependence on batteries, or even get rid of the batteries,

towards the battery-free IoT solutions. The most investigated

ambient energy includes solar/light [2], radio frequency (RF)

[3], and temperature gradient [4]. In these solutions, the

extracted energy is converted into electricity with constant

dc voltage to drive the digital electronics. However, most

of the previous designs are taken as an alternative to their

battery-powered counterparts. They simply treat an energy

harvester, as well as the energy management circuit, as a

stable and constant energy source. Such conventional design

thinking does not fit the actual requirement of many battery-

free IoT scenarios. Therefore, new guiding principles, which

take both sensing requirements and energy availability into

consideration, must be explored.

This study considers an application scenario of road pave-

ment roughness estimation. Instead of thinking in a conven-

tional way, i.e., using an energy harvester to power a commer-

cial inertial sensor, such as accelerometers [5], [6] or gyro-

scopes [7], a battery-free scheme is realized by skillfully con-

necting the vibration intensity, harvested power, and received

wireless packets. In the previous battery-powered pavement

estimation systems, the accelerometer sampling rates were

set to more than 100 Hz [8], [9]; therefore, such a solution

consumes a large portion of the total energy. For a battery-

free system, it is very difficult to provide such an amount

of energy for carrying out the constant-rate sensing scheme,

let alone the computational effort of the following signal

processing task. On the other hand, the dynamics of an energy

harvesting process also contain some aggregated information

about the source vibration. Collecting such pieces of holistic

information consumes much less energy than the conventional

solution. Therefore, the energy harvesting process also reflects

some limited but useful information of the vibration dynamics,

which is induced by different pavement roughness.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Overview

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the prototyped battery-

free pavement roughness estimation system (BF-PRES). A

piezoelectric structure is used as the harvesting module to

extract energy from the pavement-caused vibration. Then

a self-powered synchronized electric charge extraction (SP-

SECE) circuit is used to efficiently convert the ac output

power into dc form. The harvested energy is then stored in

a storage capacitor. The following energy management circuit

uses two on/off voltage thresholds to properly manage the

system operation. A Bluetooth low-energy (BLE) module is

used to transmit Beacon packets by consuming the harvested

energy. A mobile application collects the packets and records

the time intervals between every two neighboring packets. An

estimating algorithm is applied to the sparsely recorded data

and finally arrives at some roughness estimation results.

B. Energy Conversion and Management Circuit

In our design, the circuit can be divided into two main parts:

the ac-to-dc interface circuit and power management (PM)
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Harvesting Circuit

Fig. 1. BF-PRES configuration. The vibration of the bike is induced by the rough pavement. Roughness influences the harvesting power of the interface
circuit, the transmission interval, therefore, is influenced.
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Fig. 2. Vibration data collected on asphalt and brick pavements and their cor-
responding FFT results. First row shows the raw acceleration data on asphalt
and brick pavements, respectively; second row shows their corresponding FFT
transformation results, respectively.

circuit. The interface circuit utilizes the SP-SECE technology

for boosting the harvested power [10]. SECE can provide

a load-independent output power without the reinforcement

of additional control loops. The PM circuit contains a low-

power analog UVLO (under-voltage lockout) module. The PM

circuit can output a regulated 3.3 V voltage, whenever the

storage (input) voltage is higher than 5 V. It can also cut

off the load devices when the storage voltage is lower than

2 V. The power dissipation of the PM circuit is lower than

1 μW in typical operational conditions. Hence, the simple

circuit connects the real-world vibration and the intermittent

operation of the digital systems. The intermittency implies

some aggregated information of the vibration.

C. Data Acquisition

A mobile app is developed to listen to the broadcasting

packets from a bike-attached cell phone. Once a packet arrives,

the mobile app records the arriving time. The recorded time

stamps can be either used locally for visualization or sent to the

cloud server for further data analysis. As the packets contain a

unique field to identify the transmitter ID, multiple nodes can

be implemented simultaneously. There is no need to worry

about the data aliasing issue.

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE

A. Road Vibration Pattern Analysis

The previous work on pavement roughness estimation uses

the base (bike frame) acceleration to estimate the pavement

conditions. With the help of the popular machine learning

algorithms, the collected data was usually directly applied

to either a regression or classification algorithm after pre-

processing. As the raw data is time-series data, the frequency-

domain pattern is easily ignored. We collect a bunch of data

from different pavements and analyze it in both the time

domain and frequency domain. The result is shown in Fig.

2.

It can be observed that the peak acceleration under the

brick pavement is much bigger than that under the asphalt

pavement. Moreover, the FFT (fast Fourier transform) result

indicates that, although the pavement condition changes, the

frequency distribution, as well as the peak frequencies, are

approximately the same. In other words, we can use the

amplitude of a dominated frequency component to distinguish

different pavement conditions.

B. Self-powered Intermittent Transmission

Different from the wired- or battery-powered counterparts,

the EH-powered systems usually suffer from energy starvation

most of the time. The ambient source can only provide a

small amount of energy in a given time interval; therefore,

they mostly work intermittently. Fig. 3 demonstrates the in-

termittent or burst-mode working principle of an EH-powered

system.

From Fig. 3, the total working process of an EH-powered

system can be divided into two major phases: charge and

discharge ones. A lot of research works put their focus on

the latter one, i.e., to study how to extend the execution time

given a fixed energy budget, or how to save and restore the

execution progress among two activated phases. On the other

hand, for a given harvesting circuit, the duration of the charge

period more or less reflects the source condition. In vibration

EH, the harvested power is closely related to the vibration

intensity, i.e., the amplitudes under some specific frequencies.

In other words, by studying the relation between the charge

duration and the vibration condition, the vibration intensity

can be estimated as a gross effect according to the wireless

packets’ interval.

C. Sensing Principle

To simplify the analysis, we only consider the effect of a

single harmonic component from the vibrating structure. In
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Fig. 3. The typical intermittent working process of an EH-powered system.
Von and Voff are the threshold voltages for the system to power on or power
off, respectively. When the voltage across the storage capacitor reaches Von,
the micro-controller wakes up and starts to execute the programs. Then the
buffered energy is quickly consumed; therefore, the capacitor voltage rapidly
drops. When the storage voltage falls below Voff, the program execution stops
until the next voltage recovery to Von.

a piezoelectric structure, the open-circuit voltage magnitude

across the piezoelectric beam Voc is proportional to the beam

deflection [11], i.e.,

Voc =
Ieq

2πfCp
=

αeX

Cp
, (1)

where Ieq is the equivalent current source magnitude, f
is the vibration frequency, Cp is the piezoelectric clamped

capacitance, αe is the voltage-to-force coupling factor, and X
is the relative beam displacement (deflection), respectively. An

SP-SECE circuit, which has the load-independent feature [12],

is utilized to collect the harvested power. The typical schematic

diagram of SP-SECE is shown in Fig. 4. SECE circuit first

transfers the extracted energy from the clamped capacitance

Cp to the inductor L when a voltage peak across Cp is

detected. After that, the energy stored in L is transferred to the

storage capacitor Csto through the freewheeling diode D6. Due

to the load-independent feature of SECE, the harvested power

Ph remains stable when the piezoelectric beam is subjected to

the same vibration excitation. As Cp is charged in two voltage

peak instants in one vibration cycle, when using SECE, Ph can

be expressed as follows

Ph = 4fCpV
2
oc, (2)

The energy dissipation in other modules except that in the

SP-SECE circuit is ignored. We define the power conversion

efficiency of the SP-SECE circuit as follows

η =
Pc

Ph
(3)

where Pc denotes the converted power after the SP-SECE

circuit. The converted power is accumulated in the storage

capacitor Csto.

Once the voltage across the storage capacitor Csto equals

to the power-on threshold Von, the BLE module wakes up

and starts the BLE transmission until the storage voltage Vsto

falls below the power-off threshold Voff. After that, another

Ieq Cp

Ri

D1 D2

D3 D4

D5

C1

Q1

Q2

L

D6

Csto

Fig. 4. Typical schematic diagram of SP-SECE circuit.

new charge period begins. The energy consumption in one

discharge phase can be calculated as follows

E =
1

2
Csto

(
V 2

on − V 2
off

)
. (4)

Given that Ph is an almost constant harvested power, which

is independent of the loading condition, and taken constant

conversion efficient η into consideration, the average charging

time from Voff to Von can be estimated as follows

th ≈ E

Pc
=

E

ηPh
=

Csto(V
2

on − V 2
off)

8ηfCpV 2
oc

. (5)

Substituting (1) into (5), we have

thX
2 ≈ CpCsto(V

2
on − V 2

off)

8ηfα2
e

. (6)

Since the conversion efficiency is an inherent feature of the

selected SP-SECE interface circuit. All other parameters on the

right-hand side are constant numbers. This inversely propor-

tional equation relates the charging interval th to the square

of vibration intensity X , which reflects the gross feature of

pavement roughness. In general, the shorter the charging time,

i.e., the smaller interval between two neighboring packets, the

more severe a vibration is.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

BF-PRES is designed based on the inversely proportional

relation between the wireless packets interval th and the

square of vibration displacement magnitude X2. We first

evaluate the feasibility of this idea and use it to estimate the

pavement roughness by studying the transmission intervals in

a laboratory environment. Then in the field test, we apply the

prototype of BF-PRES in the simulated real environment to

identify three different kinds of road roughness conditions.

In the laboratory-environment experiment, we use a vibra-

tion exciter to produce vibrations at different amplitudes, in

order to simulate the excitation effect under different pavement

roughness conditions. Fig. 5 shows the results. The exper-

imental results match the theoretical proportional relation,

which was derived in (6), very well. Therefore, the proposed

battery-free method for a coarse vibration intensity estimation

is validated.
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Fig. 5. Proportional relation between packets’ transmission intervals and
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ESP32

EGU and ETU modules from ViPSN

SP-SECE module

PM module and BLE module

PRES prototypePavement roughness simulator

MPU6050 acceler meter

Fig. 6. Experimental setup. ESP32 and MPU6050 are used for vibration
monitoring. The EGU and ETU from ViPSN platform [13] is used for
pavement roughness simulation. The BF-PRES prototype consists of an SP-
SECE interface circuit, a PM module, and a BLE node. It harvests energy from
vibration and transmits BLE beacon packets. Any device, which can receive
BLE beacon, can be used to record the time stamp for pavement roughness
estimation.

After the experimental tests under the single-harmonic ex-

citation condition in the laboratory, we further evaluate the

performance of the proposed BF-PRES under an emulated

multi-harmonic vibration environment. We use some modules

of the ViPSN platform [13] to emulate the real vibration

environment. ViPSN is an open-source platform for vibration

energy harvesting system development. It contains all essen-

tial modules for developing a VEH-powered IoT system. In

this study, we only use the EGU (energy generation unit)

and ETU (energy transduction unit) modules to reproduce a

repeatable vibration environment in the laboratory. The exper-

imental setup is shown in Fig. 6. As analyzed in Section III,

the vibration frequency distribution under different pavement

roughness conditions remains quite constant. Therefore, we

Storage
voltage

Vibration
waveform

Fig. 7. The transmission interval changes when pavement roughness changes.

record a segment of the vibration signal and take it as a typical

vibration pattern under the corresponding pavement condition.

The vibrations at different levels are reproduced by multiply-

ing this piece of excitation signal to three scale factors for

amplification. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 7. From

Fig. 7, we can observe that the vibration level changes twice at

points #1 and #2, respectively. Once the pavement roughness

changes, we can find an obvious change in the charging speed

immediately. The transmission interval obviously changes as

well. The differences of transmission intervals under different

roughness conditions are also easy to detect by using many

BLE devices, such as mobile phones. By listening to the

packets from the BF-PRES, we have successfully realized a

battery-free pavement roughness estimation system.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a battery-free pavement rough-

ness estimation system (BF-PRES). BF-PRES harvests energy

from the pavement vibration and uses the harvested energy

to power a BLE beacon node. Since the harvested energy is

too tiny to continuously power a transmitter, the proposed

design operates in an intermittent mode. It carries out one

round of transmission whenever the accumulated energy is

sufficient to support that specific operation. Therefore, the

transmission interval is more or less related to the vibration

conditions. Such a correlation gives birth to a general but

useful estimation of the road roughness conditions. Powering

energy-hungry sensors and the computational algorithm is

unrealistic, given the limited ambient energy that can be

scavenged from the physical environment. On the other hand,

although we cannot obtain fine information about the vibration

dynamics, coarse or general information is also valuable. The

design principle of BF-PRES provides a new design thinking

for energy harvesting-based wireless sensing IoT systems.
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